
No Foolin’ Shop Hop Table Runner from Quilters Crossing 

½ yd Sashing fabric 

1/8 yd white 

1/8 yd of 12” steam a seam 

½ yd binding 

Sashing: 

Cutting parallel to the selvedge cut (8) 3.5”x18” strips. Trim these strips to 3.5” x 15.5” rectangles. Stack 

them all right sides UP in pairs of 2. 

For left tilting blocks: 

Take one pair of 3.5”x15.5” rectangles stacked with RIGHT SIDES UP. Make a mark ½ “ down on the left  

short side and 3” down on the right short side . Align those marks with a ruler and cut that angle as 

shown: 

 

  

Repeat for second block. 

Sew the straight of grain sides against the blocks as shown to set the block into a wonky angle 

      

                                                                                                                                                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For right Tilting blocks you’ll only make one small change in how you cut your rectangle sashings: 

                                                                                                                                                                                        

 

 

 

You will sew triangle 1 halfway across and 

stop. Then sew triangles 2, 3 and 4 on. Then 

go back and finish the partial seam on 

Triangle 1. Now you have a wonky block! 



Making 2 right tilting blocks    

             

 

 

 

 

Sew tilting blocks together side by side alternating  left and right tilting. 

Cut 2 more strips of sashing 3.5” x about 15.25 ( if your blocks finished a bit wider cut it that width 

instead).  Sew these onto each end of your block strip.  

Round your 4 runner corners if desired, we just used a kitchen plate to guide the shape. 

 

Stars:  

 Copy the star shape 5 times to your steam a seam paper. Peel away the paper on the other side. Stick it 

to the back side of your white fabric. Iron to fuse. Cut out your 5 star shapes.  Scatter your 5 stars on 

your table runner and fuse down. Zig Zag stitch your stars down. 

Quilt as you please! A Bias binding out of red fabric finishes it off beautifully! Enjoy and thanks for Shop 

Hopping! 

 


